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LIGHT FIXTURE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to fixture supports and, more particularly, to

supports for luminaires mounted with respect to elongate support members such as

tenons or pipes.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In the field of lighting, light fixtures are needed in many different settings, and

for area lighting a high position often allows the most efficient use of light. There are

many ways of supporting light fixtures with respect to fixed surfaces, such as light

poles and walls. As larger light fixtures are used for illuminating large areas, light

fixtures typically increase in size and weight and may be difficult to handle and

install, especially at high elevations. Fixture-supporting structures such as tenons or

pipes may not be at a perfect desired angle, and therefore fixtures have to be adjusted

during installation to assure the desired fixture orientation.

Luminaires may have shapes and designs which limit space to accommodate

structures for mounting purposes. A simple mounting assembly which is unobtrusive,

does not interrupt liminaire aesthetics, permits easy installation and easy orientation

adjustment would be desired.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is a mounting assembly for securing a fixture with

respect to a support member in a desired orientation. The assembly includes a

fulcrum and an opposing structure each secured with respect to the fixture and

positioned to receive the support member therebetween. The fulcrum defines a

fulcrum plane and is positioned to pivotably engage one side of the support member.

The assembly also includes at least one adjustable engager separately secured to the

opposing structure for engaging the support member at position spaced from the

fulcrum plane such that when the support member is received between the fulcrum

and the engager, adjustment of the engager holds the fixture in the desired orientation.



The fixture may be a luminaire. The support member may be an elongate pipe

or tenon extending from a static structure such as a light pole or a wall of a building.

In some embodiments, the opposing structure is a portion of a mount housing

secured with respect to the fixture for receiving the support member therein. The

mount housing may include a fixture-adjacent end wall and a surrounding wall which

extends from the end wall and includes the opposing structure.

In certain embodiments, the mount housing has a longitudinal axis and

includes an angle-referencing region shaped to engage the fixture-adjacent end of the

support member to facilitate positioning thereof at one of plural predetermined angle

ranges with respect to the longitudinal axis of the mount housing.

In some of such embodiments, the mount housing includes a fixture-adjacent

end wall and a surrounding wall which extends from the end wall and includes the

opposing structure. The angle-referencing region may have a step-like configuration

adjoining the end wall with steps each corresponding to one of the plural

predetermined angle ranges .

In such embodiments, the predetermined angle ranges may include -5°, 0° and

+5 ° such that, depending on which of the steps is selected for engagement by the

fixture-adjacent end of the support member, adjustment of the adjustable engager

locks the support member at a particular angle within the range of the selected step.

The assembly may include a pair of the adjustable engagers each separately

secured to the opposing structure for engaging the support member at positions

opposite the fulcrum, one on either side of the fulcrum plane.

In certain embodiments, the fulcrum is part of a fulcrum member having a

mounting portion secured to the end wall and an extension portion extending from the

mounting portion along the surrounding wall to the fulcrum which protrudes from the

extension portion. The fulcrum may be shaped to limit lateral movement of the

support member thereagainst. The fulcrum may include a row of teeth configured to

engage the support member.

The adjustable engager may include a yoke shaped to substantially conform to

the shape of the support member.



In some of the embodiments with the pair of the adjustable engagers, the

adjustable engagers are spaced brackets adjustably secured with respect to the

opposing structure. Each of the spaced brackets may have a yoke for engagement

with the support member, the yoke being positioned at a selected distance with respect

to the opposing structure.

In certain embodiments, for each yoke, the mounting assembly includes at

least one adjustment pin in threaded engagement with the opposing structure for

pushing the corresponding yoke against the support member. The adjustment pin may

hold the corresponding bracket at a selected distance with respect to the opposing

structure. The mounting assembly may include a pair of adjustment pins for each

yoke, one at each end of the yoke.

In some of these embodiments, each yoke has a pin-receiving aperture through

which a corresponding pin extends to terminate in a distal end beyond the yoke.

There may be a ring-engaging feature at the distal end of the pin and a retaining ring

held on the pin by the ring-engaging feature to retain the yoke on the pin prior to

engagement of the yoke with the support member.

In certain embodiments, each adjustment pin has first and second ends and

includes a threaded shank and a shaft portion extending from the threaded shank the

second end. The threaded shank extends from the first end in threaded engagement

with the opposing structure. The shaft portion has the ring-engaging feature at the

second end. The retaining ring is held on the pin by the ring-engaging feature. The

first end of the pin may be headless and have a wrench-engaging recess.

In some of such embodiments, the pin(s) extend(s) through the opposing

structure such that the pin may be fully recessed into the opposing structure, thus

reducing visibility of the mounting hardware while allowing for tilt adjustability of the

fixture.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGURE 1 is a partially transparent perspective view of an exemplary

embodiment of the inventive fixture mounting assembly.

FIGURE 2 is a rear perspective view of the mounting assembly of FIGURE 1



FIGURE 3 is a cross-sectional perspective view of the mounting assembly of

FIGURE 1 taken along lines 3-3 seen in FIGURE 2 .

FIGURE 4 is an exploded perspective view of the mounting assembly of

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 5 is a fragment of the exploded perspective view of FIGURE 4 .

FIGURE 6 is a cross-sectional perspective view of the mounting assembly of

FIGURE 1 taken through the adjustment pins along lines 6-6 seen in FIGURE 2 .

FIGURES 7-9 are cross-sectional perspective views taken along the lines 3-3

and showing the pipe at different angles with respect to the mount housing.

FIGURE 10 is yet another cross-sectional perspective view taken along lines

3-3 seen in FIGURE 2 .

FIGURE 11 is an opaque perspective view of the mounting assembly of

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 12 is an enlarged plan view of a first end of an adjustment pin.

FIGURE 13 is an enlarged side elevation of the adjustment pin.

FIGURE 14 is an enlarged plan view of a second end of the adjustment pin.

FIGURE 15 is schematic sketch illustrating an example of a luminaire

mounted with respect to a tenon extending from an pole.

FIGURE 16 is a cross-sectional perspective view of an alternative embodiment

of the mounting assembly.

FIGURE 1 is a rear perspective view of another alternative embodiment of

the inventive mounting assembly.

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

FIGURES 1-14 illustrate an exemplary embodiment of amounting assembly

10 for securing a fixture 11 with respect to an support member 50 in a desired

orientation. Assembly 10 includes a fulcrum 20 and an opposing structure 13 each

secured with respect to fixture 11 and positioned to receive support member 50

therebetween. As seen in FIGURE 8, fulcrum 20 defines a fulcrum plane 2 1 and is

positioned to pivotably engage one side 5 1 of support member 50. FIGURES 1-14

show assembly 10 including a pair of adjustable engagers 30 secured with respect to



opposing structure 13, one on each side of fulcrum plane 2 1 and positioned for

sandwiching support member 50 against fulcrum 20. FIGURES 7-9 illustrate each

adjustable engager 30 being configured for locking support member 50 in such

position with respect to fixture 11 that holds that fixture 11 is in the desired

orientation. FIGURE 15 shows fixture 11 as luminaire.

Fixture 11 may also be an apparatus which requires securement to a tenon or

pipe-like elongate support. Such fixture may be related to illumination or other field.

The elongate support member may be oriented at such angle which is dictated by the

fixture function, including support members extending horizontally, vertically or at

any angle in between.

FIGURES 1-1 1 further illustrate opposing structure 13 as a portion of a mount

housing 40 secured with respect to fixture 11 for receiving support member 50

therein. FIGURES 3 and 5 show mount housing 40 including a fixture-adjacent end

wall 4 1 and a surrounding wall 42 which extends from end wall 4 1 and includes

opposing structure 13. Mount housing 40 is shown as a separate structure. Such

separate structure of mount housing 40 is shown as a single piece which may be

formed by casting or by any other suitable method. Alternatively, the opposing

structure may be a part of the fixture. In some of such alternative embodiments, the

mount housing may include walls of the fixture housing.

FIGURES 1-4 and 6-10 show fulcrum 20 as part of a fulcrum member 23

which has a mounting portion 24 secured to end wall 4 1 and an extension portion 25

which extends from mounting portion 24 along surrounding wall 42 and terminates

with fulcrum 20 which protrudes from extension portion 25. Extension portion 25 is

shown against a fulcrum-supporting surface 49 of surrounding wall 42. Mounting

portion 24 is shown secured to end wall 4 1 with a self-tapping screw 16 or by any

other suitable means. FIGURES 3 and 5 also show end wall 4 1 having a recess 47

conforming the shape of mounting portion 24 which is positioned within recess 47

facilitating installation of fulcrum member 23 in proper orientation.

FIGURES 4 and 5 show mount housing 40 having a longitudinal axis 43.

FIGURES 3-10 also illustrate mount housing 40 including an angle-referencing region

44 shaped to engage fixture-adjacent end 53 of support member 50 to facilitate



positioning thereof at one of plural predetermined angle ranges 14 with respect to

longitudinal axis 43 of mount housing 40. FIGURES 7-9 show angle-referencing

region 44 as a step-like configuration adjoining end wall 4 1 with steps 45 each

corresponding to one of plural predetermined angle ranges 14. Such predetermined

angle ranges 14 may include range 14A which includes about -5 ° to about 0°, range

14B which includes about 0° to less than about +5° and range 14C which includes

about +5 °.

FIGURE 7 shows step 45A selected for use by fixture-adjacent end 53 of

elongate support member 50 and engagers 30. FIGURE 7 shows mount housing 40

adjusted within range 14A of step 45A and locked at about -5 °with respect to support

member 50.

FIGURE 8 shows step 45B selected for use by fixture-adjacent end 53 of

support member 50 and engagers 30. FIGURE 8 shows mount housing 40 adjusted

within range 14B of step 45B and locked at 0° with respect to support member 50.

FIGURE 9 shows step 45C selected for use by fixture-adjacent end 53 of

support member 50 and engagers 30. FIGURE 9 shows mount housing 40 adjusted

within range 14C of step 45C and locked at +5° with respect to support member 50.

FIGURES 7-9 illustrate fixture-adjacent end 53 of support member 50 butted

against both surfaces of each step 45. Such positioning facilitates orientation of

fixture 11 with longitudinal axis 43 of mount housing 40 being positioned at exactly

-5°, 0° or +5 with respect to support member 50. However, support member 50 may

also be positioned such that axis 43 is within ranges 14A, 14B and 14C at angles other

than -5°, 0° or +5 with respect to support member 50 by carefully adjusting spacing of

adjusters 30 with respect to opposing structure 13. If necessary, even grater range of

angles may be achieved by spacing fixture-adjacent end 53 of support member 50

away from angle-referencing region 44.

FIGURES 1, 2 and 6 illustrate fulcrum 20 shaped to limit lateral movement of

support member 50 thereagainst. In FIGURES 4 and 6, fulcrum 20 is best shown as

including a row of teeth 22 configured to engage support member 50.

FIGURES 1, 2, 4 and 6 illustrate each of spaced brackets 30 having a yoke 3 1

for engagement with elongate support member 50. Each yoke is shown shaped to



substantially conform to the shape of support member 50 which is shown as a pipe

with a cylindrical cross-section. Support member 50 may also have a rectangular

cross-section or any other geometrical configuration and be elongate with a

longitudinal axis 52. Fulcrum 20 and engagers 30 maybe made to fit specific shapes

and sizes of tenons/pipes such that the mounting assembly is customized for fixture

installation to a particular support member. Alternatively, the inventive mounting

assembly may have a universal configuration to accommodate a wide range of shapes

and sizes of tenons/pipes. FIGURES 7-9 further show yoke 31 positioned at selected

distances with respect to opposing structure 13 in order to lock elongate support

member 50 at a particular angle with respect to longitudinal axis 43.

FIGURES 1-13 show adjustment pins 60 in threaded engagement with a

bracket-mounting hole 48 through opposing structure 13 for pushing corresponding

yoke 31 against support member 50. FIGURES 1, 2 and 4-6 show a pair of

adjustment pins 60 for each yoke 31, one at each end 32 of yoke 31. FIGURES 7-9

show adjustment pin(s) 60 holding corresponding engager 30 at a selected distance

with respect to opposing structure 13. FIGURES 4 and 6 show each yoke 3 1 having a

pin-receiving aperture 34 through which corresponding pin 60 extends.

FIGURE 13 shows each adjustment pin 60 having first end 6 1 and second end

62. As best seen in FIGURES 6 and 13, adjustment pins 60 include a threaded shank

63 extending from first end 6 1 and a shaft portion 64 extending from threaded shank

63 to second distal end 62. FIGURES 6 shows threaded shank 63 in threaded

engagement with opposing structure 13 and shaft portion 64 of corresponding pin 60

extending through pin-receiving aperture 34 of corresponding bracket 30. FIGURES

6 and 13 further show shaft portion 64 having a ring-engaging feature 65 at second

end 62. As seen in FIGURE 6, a retaining ring 36 is held on pin 60 by ring-engaging

feature 65. Ring 36 retains engager 30 on pin 60 prior to engagement of engager 30

with support member 50.

FIGURES 1-14 show first end 6 1 of each pin 60 being headless. FIGURES 6,

12 and 13 best show first end 6 1 having a wrench-engaging recess 66. FIGURES 6-9

best illustrate pins 60 extending through opposing structure 13 such that pin 60 may



be fully recessed into opposing structure 13, thus reducing visibility of the mounting

hardware while allowing for tilt adjustability of fixture 11.

FIGURE 16 shows an alternative embodiment of inventive mounting assemby

10A which includes engager 30 positioned on one side of fulcrum plane 2 1 opposite

fixture-adjacent end 53. Some other alternative embodiments may have a bracket,

including type having the yoke, attached to support member and configured for

adjustment of the support member to hold the fixture in the desired orientation.

FIGURE 1 illustrates another alternative embodiment of inventive mounting

assemby 10B in which adjustment pins 60 engage support member 50 to hold support

member 50 to position fixture 11 in the desired orientation.

It should be understood that some embodiments may have one or more

adjustment pins which may directly engage(s) support member 50, including by

threaded engagement with support member.

While the principles of the invention have been shown and described in

connection with specific embodiments, it is to be understood that such embodiments

are by way of example and are not limiting.



CLAIMS

1. A mounting assembly for securing a fixture in a desired orientation, the

assembly comprising:

• a mount housing secured with respect to the fixture and positioned to

receive a support member therein, the mount housing includes a fixture-

adjacent end wall and a surrounding wall which extends from the end wall;

• a fulcrum member having a mounting portion and an extension portion

extending from the mounting portion to a fulcrum which protrudes from the

extension portion, the mounting portion being secured to the end wall of the

mount housing and the extension portion extending along the surrounding

wall with the fulcrum being positioned to receive the support member

therebetween, the fulcrum defining a fulcrum plane and being positioned to

pivotably engage one side of the support member; and

• at least one adjustable engager separately secured to an opposing structure

of the surrounding wall for engaging the support member at positions

spaced from the fulcrum plane,

whereby, when the support member is received between the fulcrum and the engager,

adjustment of the engager holds the fixture in the desired orientation.

2 . The mounting assembly of claim 1 wherein the fixture is a luminaire.

3 . The mounting assembly of claim 1 wherein the mount housing has a

longitudinal axis and includes an angle-referencing region shaped to engage the

fixture-adjacent end of the support member to facilitate positioning of the mount

housing within one of plural predetermined angle ranges with respect to the support

member.



4 . The mounting assembly of claim 5 wherein:

• the mount housing includes a fixture-adjacent end wall and a surrounding

wall which extends from the end wall and includes the opposing structure;

and

· the angle-referencing region has a step-like configuration adjoining the end

wall with steps each corresponding to one of the plural predetermined angle

ranges.

5 . The mounting assembly of claim 4 wherein the predetermined angle ranges

include ranges of about -5° to about 0°, about 0° to less than +5° and about +5° such

that, depending on which of the steps is selected for engagement by the fixture-

adjacent end of the support member, adjustment of the adjustable engager locks the

mount housing at a particular angle with respect to the support member within the

range of the selected step.

6 . The mounting assembly of claim 1 comprising a pair of the adjustable

engagers each separately secured to the opposing structure, one on either side of the

fulcrum plane.

7 . The mounting assembly of claim 6 wherein the adjustable engagers are

spaced brackets adjustably secured with respect to the opposing structure, each of the

spaced brackets having a yoke for engagement with the support member, the yoke

being positioned at a selected distance with respect to the opposing structure.

8. The mounting assembly of claim 7 further including, for each yoke, at least

one adjustment pin in threaded engagement with the opposing structure for pushing

the corresponding yoke against the support member.



9 . The mounting assembly of claim 8 wherein:

• each yoke has a pin-receiving aperture through which a corresponding pin

extends to terminate in a distal end beyond the yoke;

• a ring-engaging feature is at the distal end of the pin; and

• a retaining ring is held on the pin by the ring-engaging feature,

whereby the ring retains the yoke on the pin prior to engagement of the yoke with the

support member.

10. The mounting assembly of claim 1 wherein:

• the adjustable engagers are spaced brackets adjustably secured with respect

to the opposing structure, each of the spaced brackets having a yoke for

engagement with the support member; and

• for each bracket, there is at least one adjustment pin holding the

corresponding bracket at a selected distance with respect to the opposing

structure.

11. The mounting assembly of claims 8, 9 or 10 including a pair of adjustment

pins for each yoke, one at each end of the yoke.

12. The mounting assembly of claim 10 wherein:

• each adjustment pin has first and second ends and includes:

• a threaded shank extending from the first end in threaded engagement

with the opposing structure; and

• a shaft portion extending from the threaded shank to the second end, the

shaft portion having a ring-engaging feature at the second end; and

• a retaining ring is held on the pin by the ring-engaging feature.

13. The mounting assembly of claim 12 wherein each bracket has a pin-

receiving aperture with the shaft portion of a corresponding pin extending

therethrough, the ring retaining the bracket on the pin prior to engagement of the

bracket with the support member.



14. The mounting assembly of claim 12 wherein the first end of the pin is

headless and has a wrench-engaging recess.

15. A mounting assembly for securing a fixture in a desired orientation, the

assembly comprising:

• a fulcrum and an opposing structure each secured with respect to the fixture

and positioned to receive a support member therebetween, the fulcrum

defining a fulcrum plane and being positioned to pivotably engage one side

of the support member, the fulcrum being part of a fulcrum member having

a mounting portion secured with respect to the fixture and an extension

portion extending from the mounting portion to the fulcrum which

protrudes from the extension portion; and

• at least one adjustable engager separately secured to the opposing structure

for engaging the support member at position spaced from the fulcrum plane,

whereby, when the support member is received between the fulcrum and the engager,

adjustment of the engager holds the fixture in the desired orientation.

16. The mounting assembly of claims 1 or 15 wherein the fulcrum is shaped

to limit lateral movement of the support member thereagainst.

17. The mounting assembly of claim 16 wherein fulcrum includes a row of

teeth configured to engage the support member.

18. The mounting assembly of claims 16 or 17 wherein each of the adjustable

engagers includes a bracket shaped to substantially conform to the shape of the

support member.
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